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Context

• Kingswood Parks Primary School is a 
larger than average primary school 
in Hull, which opened in 2014. The 
school expanded rapidly, with over 
620 children now attending the 
school. 

• Kingswood Parks has been on a 
journey to engage children and 
their families in reading for pleasure. 
This has been challenged by Covid-
19. 



OU Research inspiration and rationale

● This project was inspired by the Open University Teachers as Readers 
(TaRs) findings:

1: Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other texts.

5:  Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive. 



Aims

• Aim One: To to increase teacher’s knowledge of 

children’s literature and other texts, specifically 

texts that can be used across the wider 

curriculum.

• Aim Two: To involve parents/carers in 

opportunities to read for pleasure and 

engage in informal book talk, in a way that is 

non-threatening and informal After the Covid-

19 pandemic, we felt the need to reach out 

to parent/carers to involve them in our 

reading community. As a result, the Reading 

Festival included a Book Fair and culminated 

in a Booknic finale.



Aim 1 
Teachers’ Knowledge of Children's Literature 
and other texts. 

• The first four days of the Reading Festival had a whole 
school focus on a Foundation subject, providing 
enjoyable opportunities to read inspired by that subject. 
Children produce an outcome using their reading.

• Children read about locations and settings features in 
class texts.

• Key scenes from class texts were re-read, with children 
using a variety of instruments to create a score. Many 
older children incorporated these into book trailers using 
iMovie.

• Science magazines like Whizz Pop Bang and National 
Geographic Kids were enjoyed.

• The whole school read What a Waste by Jess French, then
produced art using recyclable materials.



Aim 2 
Involve parents/carers in opportunities 
to read for pleasure

• A Scholastic Book Fair was booked for the duration 
of the week, giving families access to buy books 
(the nearest book shop is over three miles away).

• A Booknic formed a finale to the week. Every year 
group from Nursery to Year 6 participated, with 
parents/carers invited. Teachers supplied 
attractive baskets or laid out book blankets to 
show parents a range of texts. In addition, 
teachers acted as informal book talk role models. 

• Parents brought biscuits and cake to accompany 
the informal book talk, which helped create a 
relaxed atmosphere. The sun shone too!



Impact
• Staff increased their awareness of children’s literature and beyond, 

looking beyond fiction to the wide range of texts that can be used to 

support Foundation subjects.

• Parents/carers were involved in a pleasurable reading experience.

Approximately ⅔ of children had at least one parent/carer attend the 

Booknic, boosting awareness of the role of reading for pleasure.

• Feedback suggested that parents welcomed the opportunity to sit and 

read with their child without the distractions that the home environment

can provide.

• On looking a selection of comics one parent commented “I didn’t think 

they’d be allowed to read things like this at school. I thought it had to be 

the book banded ones” 

• Staff had a boost in confidence in their ability to support informal book 

talk. One ECT commented “I was really nervous about talking about 

books with the parents, but once we got started it sort of flowed.”



Reflections on impact the TaRs research 
had on practice

• The importance of “Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other texts” influenced our practice - many of the teachers at the 

school are in the early stages of their careers. Whilst many have a knowledge of children’s fiction, I was aware that knowledge of ways in which 

reading can be used to engage children across the wider curriculum needed a boost. The Reading Festival acted as a way of engaging staff in 

exploring a wider range of children’s fiction and non-fiction.

• In addition, our wider school community needed an opportunity to involve parents/carers in a reading activity that was non-threatening, 

relaxed and fun. A booknic was the perfect way to do this after the challenges of Covid. It’s impact was reminded parents of the role of 

pleasure in reading and the importance of talking to children about their reading.

• Continue to build teachers knowledge of children’s literature. In response to the success of the reading festival school leaders invested funding 

for new books for the school, with foundation subject leaders choosing titles that will support their subject. This will mean that those leaders are 

more aware of texts linked to their subject and will put reading high on the agenda across the curriculum.

• Our next step in building a reading community is to seek opportunities to engage parents/carers in reading for pleasure and informal book talk 

regularly through the school year, adapting the booknic principles to match the seasons, such as a cosy hot chocolate read before Christmas.

• In addition, we plan to hold a bookswap with children/families creating book recommendation bookmarks for the book they intend to swap.


